JANUARY 2019 CHAPTER BOOKS

A night in Terror Tower
Call # CHA GOO
While visiting London, Sue and her brother get separated from the tour group and find themselves
trapped in a prison tower and transported back in time.

The Bad Guys in Superbad(the Bad Guys #8)
Call # CHA BAD
The Bad Guys have strangely acquired SUPERPOWERS! But their powers might be, well, defective. They can
only do things like blow their own pants off in public. Not exactly what you'd call hero-caliber skills.
Defective or not, the Bad Guys have a job to do. With Marmalade ready to destroy the world, Mr. Wolf, Mr.
Snake, Mr. Piranha, and Mr. Shark finally have their chance to be (super)heroes! And this time, they may just
get some help...

The cuckoo clock of doom
Call # CHA GOO
When his father buys an antique cuckoo clock with a secret flaw, Michael accidentally reverses time
while playing a trick on his little sister.

Deep trouble
Call # CHA GOO
Don't go in the water! Billy and his sister Sheena are visiting their uncle Dr. Deep on a tiny Caribbean
island. It's the perfect place to go exploring underwater... and Billy's ready for an adventure.

Dr. Snow has got to go!
Call # CHA MY
Guest scientist Dr. Snow has arrived to help A.J. and his friends conduct their own cool experiments. But
what is "the Snowman" really planning? And what does S.T.E.M. even stand for, anyway?

Egg monsters from Mars
Call # CHA GOO
When Dana Johnson finds an unusual egg at his little sister's birthday party, he takes his discovery to Dr.
Gray at the science lab and learns that the hatched creature is from Mars.

Geronimo on ice!
Call # CHA GER
When Geronimo Stilton learns someone wants to steal the antique silver skates being offered as a prize in
Mouse Island's annual winter Ice Skating Championships, he races to uncover the mysterious thief and save
the prize.

The girl who cried monster
Call # CHA GOO

Lucy loves to tell monster stories. One day she discovers a real monster: the librarian in charge of the
summer reading program. But no one will believe her, and the monster knows who she is and is coming
to get her.

Go eat worms!
Call # CHA GOO

Todd is obsessed with worms and keeps a worm farm in his basement, but after he cuts a worm in half
worms start showing up in the worst places--in his bed, in his homework, and even in his food.

The haunted mask II
Call # CHA GOO

Steve's definitely got the scariest mask around. Too bad he's starting to feel so old. And so tired. And so
evil...

How I got my shrunken head
Call # CHA GOO

Mark's Aunt Benna sends him a present from the jungle island of Baladora, a shruken head that gives
Mark strange, dangerous powers.

Kitten trouble
Call # CHA BAD
When a nearby cat shelter is destroyed, Bad Kitty's family decides to foster some of the displaced kittens.

Lights! Camera! Awesome!
Call # CHA HEI

Brewster Elementary School is going to have its very own weekly news program, and there will be a
talent contest to find the perfect student host. Melanie Maplethorpe thinks she is destined to be the
star of the show, but not if Heidi can help it.

Legend of the lost legend
Call # CHA GOO
Justin and his sister Marissa travel with their famous father to Brovania in search of an ancient
manuscript called "The Lost Legend," and end up lost in the Fantasy Forest which is filled with an
assortment of strange and terrifying creatures.

My hairiest adventure
Call # CHA GOO
When Larry uses an old bottle of "Insta-tan" that he found in the trash, some very unusual and scary
things begin to happen.

Night of the living dummy III
Call # CHA GOO
Trina and her brother, Dan, think the dummies are pretty cool. But now there are voices in the attic. And
dummies keep showing up in the strangest places. No way those dummies could be alive! Right?

Phantom of the auditorium
Call # CHA GOO
Brooke's best friend, Zeke, has just been given the lead role in the school play, The Phantom.
A message appears on a piece of scenery: "The Phantom Strikes!" A stage light comes crashing down.
Is someone trying to ruin the play? Or is there really a phantom living under the stage?

Return of the mummy
Call # CHA GOO
Gabe learns about an Egyptian superstition--a secret chant that is supposed to bring mummies to life.
His uncle says it's just a hoax. But now it sounds like something's moving in the mummy's tomb. Can a
couple of words wake the dead?

The soccer secret
Call # CHA ZAC
Soccer season is underway, and though Zach and Zoe play on different travel teams, they're on the same
team when it comes to solving mysteries. So when a package arrives in the mail addressed to Zach, the
twins are surprised to find a soccer jersey identical to the one Zach wears for his team. But Zach's jersey
is in his closet--so who does this jersey belong to and why did they send it? It's a soccer secret--and Zach
and Zoe are on the case!

The super side-quest test!
Call # CHA PRE
King Viking has a new giant robot to help him take over the Animal Town. Super Rabbit Boy must stop
him, but he needs a secret item. And to get the item, he has to defeat a dragon, escape a dungeon, and
avoid lots and lots of robots. Can Super Rabbit Boy finish all these quests in time to save Animal Town?

Vampire breath
Call # CHA GOO
Tough. That's Freddy Martinez and his friend, Cara. They're not afraid of anything. But that was before
they went exploring in Freddy's basement. Before they found the secret room. Before they found the
bottle of Vampire Breath.

Welcome to dead house
Call # CHA GOO
Amanda and Josh think the old house they just moved into is weird. The town of Dark Falls is pretty
weird too. But their parents do not believe them. Can they find friends here?

